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Dean Proposes Plan For Future

Dean J. Willard O'Brien
Q. Dean O'Brien, in a recent meeting witli
representatives of student groups you ex
pressed a desire to malie Villqnova Univer
sity Scliool of Law a nationally recognized
institution. Will you please expand on tliat?
A. The initial inquiry is whether it is
necessary or even desirable for us to spend
the time, energy and money needed to make
Villanova Law School a nationally rec
ognized institution. Why bother? After all,
the School has a fine academic program
which discharges very well its primary
function, that is, the training of lawyers.
We have had extraordinary success in
gaining the respect of the practicing bar in
our geographical region. Large numbers of
well quiified men and women continue to
apply for admission. Our placement record
is superior.
One can argue, and some do, that we
should leave well enough alone; that we
should concentrate on making our courses
better, our teachers more effective and ex
pand our student services. 1 also believe we
should do all those things, but they are not
enough. There are legitimate interests
which are not'properly served if our view is
too parochial.
Q. What specific needs have prompted
your attention to the national image of
Villanova?
A. Consider the needs of our students tmd
graduates who wish to practice in places
outside our geographical area of influence.
It is extremely important that when they in
terview with law firms, corporate legal de
partments, government agencies, or
whatever, in Virginia, Florida, Illinois,
Arizona or in any other state in which they
have an interest, that they be received with

VLS Hosts
Policy Course

Q. Dean O'Brien, you have made it clear
that publicity is necessary and that our
current media exposure is inadequate. How
do you propose to improve the situation?
A. First and foremost, we must publicize
our strengths; the excellence of our faculty
and, derivatively, the excellence of our J.D.
program. 1 have asked some members of the
faculty, and soon 1 will ask others, to iden
tify those subject areas of primary concern
to them which might be of national interest.
It is my hope to find external financial sup
port to permit those faculty members to
pursue their concerns through such devices
as institutes, lectures and symposia. The
work would be conducted in various cities
and states with very careful attention being
paid to securing as much favorable
publicity as possible. Many members of our
faculty are bright enough, experienced
enough and tough enough to be helpful in
addressing some of the seemingly in
tractable problems of the law and I believe
they should get on with that work.
Another way to publicize the school is by
the creation of programs which are useful
to the society in which we live. For exam
ple, I am now exploring the possibility of
having prepared a course for use in senior
high schools throughout the country which
would, using somewhat advanced telecom
munication techniques, teach young people
things about the law they really should
know. 1 confess that in the process I would
also like to teach respect for law. (I might
add here, parenthetically, that one of the
goals of this program is to obtain more
minority group applicants to the Law
School). Three are other programs that I
have in mind and I am certain there are
some members of the student body who
have ideas as well. I would be delighted to
hear from them.
Still another way to publicize the school
is by personal contact. I spend a con
siderable amount of time each year at bar
association and other kinds of meetings,
sometimes participating on panels and
sometimes just "showing the flag." It is oc
casionally useful in the placement effort. It
is always helpful in keeping practitioners
aware of the fact that Villanova Law School
is very much interested in forging a strong
bond between the institution and the
profession.

Quiz Beats Students

Another way to publicize the school is
through the recruitment of students frwn
other states. At Villanova Law School the
majority of our students are from the
greater Philadelphia area. While many
colleges are represented, the usual pattern
has been to go away to college and come
home to study law. (I might add here,
parenthetically, that that is the national ex
perience). In some of the cases in which we
have attracted students from other parts of
the country, students have found this area
to be so attractive that they stay on after
graduation. It is nice to have them here but
it does not help to broaden our national
base.
We do recruit rather extensively, an ex
pensive and difficult undertaking even
though we do use alumni in some instances,'
but there are some states in which we have
not had much success. Mrs. Mannix and I
discussed earlier this year targeting par
ticular universities in those states. I will
personally recruit at some schools not
presently covered and we will test the
results
1 sun not unmindful of the fact that I have
not yet spoken of the role of the students in
pubUcizing the value of the Law School.
There was a time when the SBA sponsored
a lecture series each year, but that was
discontinued and other activities sub
stituted sometime ago. 1 would very much
like to see the SBA participate and 1 intend
to discuss the matter with the SBA
president and secure his views. Once again,
if any student has a good idea, 1 would be
delighted to hear it.

Reflections
on Sadat

By Andrew Demarest
At the conclusion of the Camp David
negotiations, Anwar Sadat said, "There will
be no more bloodshed between Arab and
Israeli." Keflections on the passing of such
a leader, must illuminate his capacity for
growth and courage.
First, we cannot forget that Sadat was an
autocrat, i.e., an absolute ruler. It is sheer
romanticism to portray the fallen Egyptian
as a pioneer in the realm of civil liberties.
His recent jailing of Moslem fun
damentalists highlights the autocrat's fear
of vibrant, opposing viewpoints. Neverthe
less, to judge Sadat on this action alone
would be an oversight of he complex
political and cultural history of his land.
Egypt has never been a fertile region for
democratic beliefs. The country was
spawned by a great king, in 3110 B.C. In
deed, the lands most conspicuous
(Continued Page 4)
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The VLS faculty recently approved administration of quizzes in the Debtor Creditor
Relations course. The faculty vote was based on a report which is unavailable to students.
Student influence was limited to the tabulation results of surveys taken of students in last
year's class.
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The Graduate Tax Program is offering a
Tax Policy Seminar to Honor students in
the spring semester. The course will be
taught by Mervin M. Wilf, a prominent
Philadelphia tax practitioner and former
adjunct professor of tax policy at the
University of Pennsylvania Law School.
The Seminar will feature a Distinguished
Speaker Series. Five experts in tax policywill speak to the class and invited guests,
including distinguished practitioners and
faculty of Villanova, University of Penn
sylvania and Temple Law Schools. The
presentation will be presented at the
Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia.
Four speakers have been confirmed:
Honorable John E. Chapoton, Assistant
Secretary for Tax Policy in the Department
of the Treasury; Donald Lubick, former
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy; Mark L.
McConaghy, Chief of Staff of th Joint Com
mittee on Taxation; and Stanley S. Surrey,
Jeremiah Smith Professor at Harvard
University and former Treasury officer who
has been a moving force in national tax
policy for the past twenty years.
Professor Donald Llewelyn, director of
the Graduate Tax Program and coordinator
(Continued Page 4)

the knowledge that Villanova University
has a law school, and that the Law School is
an exceptionally fine Law School. Consider
the need of the Law School to continue to
attract extraordinarily gifted people from
practice to teach our students. There are
mtmy difficulties in this area, insufficient
compensation being one of them, but our
chances of attracting good people are better
if we are nationally known and those who
know us think well of us.
Consider the need of the Law School to
continue to attract well qualified men and
women for our faculty to teach. The
ultimate strength of the Law School lies
with its faculty and students and the
ultimate strength of our profession depends
on the quality of our lawyers. It is well
known that the pool of candidates from
which law schools draw their students will
soon begin to diminish dramatically. The
wider our reputation for excellence, the bet
ter our chances for continuing to attract the
best candidates from the diminishing pool.
Q. Considering the geographic diversity
of students and alumni of the Law School,
wouldn't you say we are already well
known?
A. We Stfe well known, but not
necessarily widely known, wherever our
graduates practice. None of us should ever
forget that it has been the success of our
graduates in practice that has earned for us
the excellent reputation we enjoy. A small
number of graduates practicing in a state
will earn for us a favorable and r^eptive
climate among those with whom they have
come in contact. But the needs of our
graduates are more extensive. I hasten to
add that in placement matters, we try to put
our students in touch with the graduates
practicing in the state in which the students
are interested.
Faculty pubUcation has also earned for
us national recognition. In most instances,
however, as 1 am certain you know, those
writings do not reach either the general
practitioner in other states or the public.
They do not, therefore, solve the problems
of the student seeking employment outside
our region or help us to attract promising
faculty candidates and students.
We are well known nationally in
academic circles and while that is very
helpful in our attempts to secure exper
ienced teachers, it does not help solve our
other problems.
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"Hand-ling" the Law
By Anthony Green
Did you ever notice the different ways in
which fellow students raise their hands. 1
was doing just that one day in class when
my mind was on another planet and not
really in any shape to raise my own hand.
1 was thinking that hand raising style
could be a dependable way to determine the
fate of a law student: the kind of lawyer
he'll be, even the type of law firm for which
he'll work.
My inspiration was the person in my ad
ministrative law class who employs the
good, old-fashioned, all-purpose tentative
style of hand raising. This is hard to
describe, sort of like trying to explain how
to tie a tie over the phone. But I'll try: This
person will have a thought — and won't be
too sure about it evidentally. He'll raise his
hand slowly but surely, put it down and put
it up agaia All in a tedious slow motion.
Finally, he might keep it up after several go
arounds but only leave it half cocked
around his hair. The teacher rarely
recognizes him. This person will probably
end up practicing in the counties, doing a
little domestic relations, a little estate
work, a little of this, a little of that. He'll
also have a little farm on the side. Just in
case. But he'll be happy.
This is to be sharply distinguished from
the intense manner of hand raising. This
looks just about the same as the tentative
style — up and down, up and down again —
except that the whole thing is speeded up
dramatically. This person is manically
hyper and needs a Valium IV badly. He'll go
to work for one of the megafirms where he'll
threaten constantly to try that big case but
end up settling every time. He'll make part
ner; get divorced; he'll be miserable.
Then there's the sneaky kind of guy. He
raises his hand only when the professor is
looking the other way, never gets called on
and complains about it at lunchtime. He'll
go to work for a not-so-respected law firm,
marry one of the partner's daughters, run
for congress, win and serve a few terms un
til he's convicted in federal court for a
thousand violations of the mail fraud
statute.

There's also the laid back kind of guy who
raises his hand every once in a great while
and waves it cooly and calmly about his tshirted torso, sort of like a branch waving in
the autumn breeze. He eventually moves to
California and wears leisure suits. He'll
own a red Mercedes coupe, a condo, a hot
tub and he'll eat lunch quite often.
Sometimes three times a day. He'll even
tually retire to go cross country in a van af
ter imprisonment on a contempt of court
charge for unconscionably responding to a
question in court by saying to the judge:
"Hey get outta here yer honor. 1 love yah.
Let's get together for:breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Have my service call your service.
O.K. man." Years later, he'll reflect to his
analyst, "Hey, it was no problem. 1 just felt
the need and 1 decided to -go with it."
Distinct from Mr. Cool is the maximum
in aggression. He's the guy who has a
thought and shoots his hand into the air like
an MX missile exploding from its silo,
arrogantly holding it there until the pro
fessor recognizes him. Unconsciously his
hand is knotted in a fist. Or his middle
finger is sticking out. He'll go to work for a
Wall Street firm, hit the fast track and
make partner in an unprecedented short
number of years. He'll eventually commit
suicide by pistol or hanging after mass mur
dering his entire extended family with a
butcher's cleaver and Trumeui Capote will
write a short story about his bizarre life.
The guys who will end up in the D.A.'s
Office or the Justice Department won't
bother raising their hand. He'll get up, walk
down to the professor, yank the microphone
off his neck and incorrectly respond to the
question. In the alternative, he'll tear a
piece of paper from his notebook, ball it up
and throw it at the professor to gain his at
tention. (He uses the same technique to
meet girls at singles bars). He'll be an
eminently successful prosecutor.
Finally there's the person who doesn't
raise his hand at all. He'll just sit up, clear
his throat and almost mystically grab the
professor's attention. No question; this
guy's destined to be a judge.

Letter to the Editor:
1 have been teaching law and giving Bar
Review Courses over the past 27 years, and
on the basis of this experience 1 would like
to make a suggestion as to how the
Multistate Bar Exam could be improved.
One of the inadvertent factors which has
crept into the Multistate Exam is the
necessity for extreme speed in making
decision as to compUcated factual and legal
problems. Since this in itself has nothing to
do with competence to practice law (except
possibly with respect to the subject of
Evidence), it seems to me that if a way
could be found to eliminate this factor,
without otherwise interfering with the goals
of the Exam, this should be done.
My suggestion as to how this can be done
is this: Divide the Multi-state Exam into 6
separate Exams, similar to what has been
done with the Multistate Professional
Responsibility Exam; that is to say, have 50
questions on each subject, and give 2 hours
for answering it. Offer each Exam shortly
after law school semesters end, and allow
the students to take the Exam any time
they wish (and as often as they need to).
Presumably, then, a student would take —
for example — the Torts Multistate Exam
immediately after he finished his course in
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Torts in law school. Thus, he would need no
extra preparation for this, and would not
need to spend time or money on a Bar
Review Course for such preparation. Set a
passing score for each subject low enough
so that nearly all persons actually prac
ticing law could pass it, — so that it really
relates to competence to practice law.
If this were done it would have several
very beneficial effects; (1) It would not be a
test of speed: (2) It would not be a test of
sheer memory; (3) It would not un
necessarily slow down a law school
graduate's entrance into the practice of
law; (4) It would make it clear that the law
schools are in fact doing an excellent job (or
in any case in which they weren't, that
would also become clear); and (5) Giving
the Exam earlier in the student's career is
fairer, since if a student really is weak he
should know it while there is still time to
correct it or to drop out of law school.
Mixing the six subjects in one Exam (as
at present) adds nothing to it, since every
student can surely recognize what subject is
involved in a particular question. Yours truly,
Melvin Nord, Director,
Nord Bar Review Courses
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LEGAL
BRIEFS
Lawyer's Guild Sponsors
El Salvador Symposium
By Jim Malone
During the month of October the
Villanova Lawyer's Guild sponsored events
which demonstrated two of the Guild's
primary functions. On October 15 a sym
posium on El Salvador was sponsored in
keeping with the Guild's interest in
providing information on important current
social and political issues. On October 20
the Guild sponsored workshops on outlining
for first-year students, highlighting the
group's interest in providing educational
services for members and non-members
alike.
The El Salvador symposium featured a
film. Revolution or Death, which was made
by five Dutch nationals with the support of
the World Council of Churches. The film
focused upon two aspects of the situation in
El Salvador; the interest of the U.S. in
creating stability, even at the cost of human
rights and popular sovereignty, and the
slow, steady progression that the ruling
junta has made towards more repressive
policies. The film pointed out that the U.S.
is primarily interested in maintaining
stability in the Caribbean, which has
trtuiitionally veen viewed as an American
sphere of influence. In addition, the scope
of repression and institutionalized violence
in El Salvador was grs^hically demon
strated.
At one peaceful demonstration against
the junta, government forces sprayed poison
on the demonstrators from airplanes. Of
ficials of the Catholic archdiocese
estimated that in the first two months of
1980 alone, the junta's securing forces
"executed" over 689 persons — over eleven
a day.

Caucas Dinner
The Women's Law Caucus will host a
dinner program on Nov. 16, 1981, 6 to 9
p.m., in the cafeteria. Speakers will be
alumnae of V.L.S. who will discuss their
{U'eas
of specialty and women's op
portunities in those areas.
Tickets, $4.00, will be sold by caucus
members.

Admin Note
A new program designed to give law
students first-hand
knowledge of ad
ministrative law proceedings has been laun
ched by the American Bar Association's
Conference of Administrative Law Judges.
The conference, part of the ABA's
Judicial Administration Division, will be
working with the Association of American
Law Schools and members of the Section of
Legal Education and Admissions to the
Bar. They will encourage administrative
law judges who are members of the ABA to
hold actual hearings in the moot courts of
law schools and, when time permits, to
discuss with professors and law studetns
the law involved in the hearings.
Judge Glenn Robert Lawrence, Ad
ministrative Law Judge for the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor, and chairman of the special
committee created to put the program
•together explains: "This approach exposes
student attendees to administrative law and
trial practice in a vivid and dramatic way."
Lawrence said soine professors have gone
so far as to use this approach as a teaching
vehicle for students in such fields as
clinical trial practice, administrative law,
social security law, and labor law.
The response to the program from deans,
professors and students, Lawrence said, has
been very encouraging.
The first hearings under this program
were conducted by Judge Lawrence on
August 24-28, 1981, in the North Carolina
Central University School of Law at
Durham, North Carolina. Additional
Federal administrative law hearings are
scheduled to be held in October and Novem
ber at the West Virginia Law School and
the Law School of the University of
Chicago. An additional forty law schools
have expressed a desire to participate in the
program (reprinted from ABA news
release).

A lively discussion followed, focusing
primarily upon the short-sightedness of
American policy in the region. The U.S.
policy of backing sympathetic right-wing
governments for the protection of economic
interests in South and Central America was
likened to the unsuccessful policy followed
in Iran, a policy which led to the loss of an
important source of oil.
The workshop on outlining offered firstyear students an opportunity to learn from
the experiences of upperclassmen. The
workshq) dealt with the relative im
portance of outlining in relation to other
preparation techniques such as practice
exams, study groups and outside reading. In
addition, studente were warned about com
mon pitfalls in outUning, including over
emphasising it, preparing too detailed an
outline and attempting to achieve per
fection on the first attempt. The im
portance of revamping and summarizing
outlines was also pointed out.
On Thursday, November 12, the Guild is
planning a symposium on the social and
political situation in Northern Ireland.

Tips On Oral
Argument
The following "Ten Commandments of
Oral Argument" were presented by Federal
Court Judge Myron H. Bright of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir
cuit in the September, 1981, issue of the
American Bar Association Journal:
1. Know the court — whether the court is
state or federal, original or appellate,
may influence how prepared the judges
are to hear your argument and how
much background you may have to
present.
2. Always be prepared — oral advocacy is
99% preparation and 1% inspiration.
3. Go for the jugular — present the most
crucial issues first and your strongest
arguments foremost.
4. Questions, good and bad — answer
directly and return to your main theme.
5. Be flexible and innovative — note what
the court asks your opponent and be
sensitive to its response so you can
gear your presentation appropriately.
6. One lawyer is better than two — courts
will often question one counsel on an
issue that the second counsel if pre
pared to argue.
7. Look up, speak up — a natural, respect
ful and sincere style will be more ef
fective than impassioned oratory or
fearful timidity.
8. Don't snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory — after you have effectively and
sufficiently presented your arguments,
sit down and don't keep rambling.
9. Believe in your case and be natural —
period.
10. Don't kid yourself — oral argument is
important and may be crucial in win
ning your case.

Phonathon
The annual phonathon for the benefit of
the law school will be held a semester
earlier this year. Traditionally, a spring
semester
undertaking,
this
year's
Phonathon will begin on Monday, Oct. 26,
1981 and run through Wednesday, Nov. 25,
1981.
The night's "work" begins with wining
and dining in the Faculty Dining Room. Af
ter the heartiest appetite has been ap
peased, the entourage will move to room 12
to begin calling alumnae for contributions.
While alumnae do return to the old alma
mater to assist in the Phonathon, current
student volunteers are needed to assure
another successful year. If anyone is in
terested in joining the fun, please contact
Patti Fleming '82, Steve Martin '82 or stop
by Chip D'Ambrosio's office (room 52) so
that a definite night can be assigned.
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Villanova Law School Soccer
On The Move

Garey Hall rugby team in action

Garey Hall Update:
Ruggers Hang Tough
By Steve Imms
On September 22, the fall season of
ficially began. For the Garey Hall Rugby
Club, on the other hand, the fall began four
days later in front of a home field crowd
numbering in the teens, when they fell to
the Radnor All-Blacks 14-10. Behind the
entire game, Garey Hall was plagued by
overall sloppy play, injuries to key per
sonnel (Toms Sarisky and Long, and sub
stitute fullback Joe Vaughn) and a fired-up
team of All-Blacks. Dick Vermiel may
discount psychological warfare (let Dallas
wear their blue jersies) but Radnor made
believers out of Garey Hall by secretly con
sidering the game something more than a
friendly reunion. Of note, however, was the
play of scrummers Eddie Loughran and
Andy Bramnick, and fly-half Art Sagnor.
The following Saturday, having gone
through a lethargic Thursday practice, the
rugby team faced a deep, well coached and
revenge-minded PCOM CLUB. Garey Hall
struck first early in the first half on a
penalty kick by placekicker/hooker (now
don't get excited girls) Jim Miller, whose
soccer-style kicks have given Garey Hall
some much needed consistency (a kick in
the pants as it were) in both the scrum and
the kicking game. Three points however,
was all that could be mustered as PCOM,
scoring twice in the second half, sent Garey
Hall to its second defeat in as many weeks.
The caliber of play turned in by the entire
team, smarting from a not-too-gradual at
trition which has thinned its ranks from a
svelte 25 bodies to an anemic 18, proved a
moral victory which will, unfortunately, not
show up on the record books. Special men
tion goes to utility man Tom (Mack) Sennett, Steve Imms, and, once more, Eddie
Loughran, all of whom suffered through two
games and two unfortunately identical 6-3
losses. As an added treat, former placekicker Shoeless Joe Betley ("But 1 can kick
them so well in practice!") showed his ver
satility, giving, for the first time anywhere,
his impression/impersonation of Vincent
Van Gogh, which was followed by the
equally stellar impersonations of doctors

turned in by the entire PCOM team.
On October 10, Garey Hall once more suf
fered a loss at the surgically precise hands
of Temple Med 16-6. Again playing just well
enough to lose, Garey Hall played a schizoid
game — at times dominating the doctors
while at other times completely failing to
adhere to the basics which protect tender 60 leads. VLS's sole score came as a result of
a goal line scrum push which came when
Steve Potako fell on the ball in the end
zone.
The following week, Garey Hall faced its
cross-campus rivals "The Undergrads" in
its annual Homecoming game. Playing
without two-year starter and brilliant wingforward Steve Imms (who evidently con
sidered a wedding more important), Garey
Hall fell to the superior numbers and
coaching of Villanova 17-8. Once again
scoring first on a well-executed play
keynoted by the play of wings Jim (G.W.H.)
Moriarity, Jim Rosato, a revitalized and
healed Tom Sarisky and John McCusker,
Garey Hall soon fell behind 8-4 only to even
the score before halftime on a brilliant and
powerful run by concensus all-EPRU out
side wing Mike Hagan, whose attendance
was a result of a personal sacrifice, having
forgone attendance at the same wedding at
tended by ex-starter and bl8u;k sheep Steve
Imms. The second half, however, was all
Villanova, which scored quickly and
secured the win by forcing mistakes and at
tending to the basics. Once again, and for
the fifth consecutive week, Garey Hall
failed to score in the second half.
Looking forward, Garey Hall travels to
Lehigh University on the weekend of Oc
tober 24 to play in the Intercollegiate Tour
nament. With the team healthy and deter
mined after the past four trying weeks,
hc^es of victory Eu:e high, and the spirit of
the team is unequaled. Additionally, the ad
ded coaching of Andy Rosato and an em
phasis on the basics of the game will give
the team a maturity which may have been
lacking. If it's true that adversity builds
character and determination, the remainder
of the season will likely prove more rewar
ding and more frequently victorious.

By Wei-Wei Chiu
With half the fall season behind them,
the Soccer Club at Villanova Law School, in
only the third year from its inception, is
quickly establishing itself as the up-andcoming sports team to watch at Garey Hall
and one that is soon destined to match the
Rugby Team in participation and popu
larity. Led by co-captains Pete Prinsen (2L)
and Ken Zucker (2L) the coed soccer
team has about 25 players presently, all
first and second year law students (no 3Ls
turned out this year). Ably coached by Prin
sen, the Soccer Club has played four tetmis
in the Philadelphia Professional Schools'
Soccer League thus far.
The first game, on September 27, was
against Temple Dental, a League finalist
last year, and ended in a 1-1 tie. The
Villwova goal was made by Brian Barlow
(IL) with an assist by Tony Giountikos
(IL).
The second game on October 4 against
Penn Veterinary resulted in a decisive win
by Villanova, 3-1 with goals scored by Greg
Gifford (IL), Mark Verlin (IL), and Rick
Marafino (not a VLS student).
On October 11, the Soccer Club went up
against last year's League champion,
PCOM, and, despite heavy pressure from
the Villanova attack, lost 2-0. A fluke shot •
by PCOM in the first 10 seconds of the
game gave them the first goal, but PCOM
did not manage to score their second goal
until the middle of the second half.
The October 18 game against Perm

Medical resulted in a 3-1 loss for Villanova,
with Brian Barlow scoring the Villanova
goal.
Outstanding players on Villanova's soc
cer team are midfielder Tony Giountikos
(IL), right wing Greg Gifford (IL), left wing
Briiui Barlow (IL), centerback Frank
O'Hara (IL), goalie Pat Blessington (2L),
and fullback Chip Powell (2L). Three fe
male players this year and five law school
alumni, including last year's coach Marty
Rubinstein (VLS '81) and the 1979-80 coach
and Soccer Club co-founder Doug Nakijima
(VLS '80), add diversity to the team.
As the record stands, the Law School
Soccer Club is definitely on the move and
shows great potential, especially in its star
first year players. As Coach Prinsen com
mented, "We are definitely in the growth
process. Next year and the following year
should be tremendous years for the soccer
team at Villanova Law School." He also
noted that this is the first year that the Soc
cer Club has actively recruited players.
The Garey Hall Soccer Club has three
games left on its roster — Jefferson
Medical on October 25, MCP on November
1, and Temple Medical on November 15 —
so it's not too late to come out and play. All
games are at Fairmount Park, 33rd and
Dauphin Streets. The game schedule and
times are posted on the Activities Bulletin
Board. Spectators are welcome.
NOTE: For those who are hard-pressed this
semester, the Villanova Law School Soccer
Club also has a spring season!

Librarian's Corner
The staff of the Pulling Law Library
apologize for the above heading. Banal title
notwithstanding, we hope to provide the
Docket with a regular column on the whys
and wherefores of the law library.
A library must be used to be appreciated.
Universally applicable rules facilitate
usage. To avoid confusion or misun
derstanding please be aware of the
following;
Food and/or beverages are not permitted
in the library. We don't want you to starve
but accidentally spilled coffee attracts in
sects who dine on coffee-enriched paper and
book bindings. We've had problems in the
past with insects. Please help us try to con

trol the problem by observing this
regulation.
You may not mutilate library materials.
This includes writing or underlining in
books and tearing pages or removing pocket
parts from materials. Our collection is for
the use of all students.
Please reshelve materials Etfter using
them. Have you ever spent an hour looking
for a missing book only to find it in the
photocopy room? Please try to be con
siderate of others.
The library staff wants to be of assistance
and responsive to your needs. Please do not
hesitate to speak with them when you have
questions or concerns.

KELLY'S
1107 Lancaster Ave.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Cold Beer
and
Pretty Girls
Live music every
Tuesday-Saturdays
The Plan,
1-8 P.M.
Garey HaU rugby team at rest
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PHILADELPHIA D.A. ELECTIONS
Cannon Bids to Unseat Incumbent Rendell
By Anthony Green

By Marie Ventresca
Bill Cannon, the Republican candidate
for the District Attorney's Office of Phila
delphia, realizes he has a difficult race due
to Kd Kendell's popularity. However, he
believes Rendell's popularity can be at
tributed more to the PR acumen of his of
fice, than to Rendell's ability to effectively
run the office.
Cannon believes that though Rendell has
succeeded as a self-promoter and politician,
he has failed as a prosecutor and ad
ministrator.
According to Cannon's campaign office,
the number of felony cases waiting to come
to trial has increased every year since Ed
Rendell became D.A., and Rendell has
given political causes a higher priority than
murder, rape, and other felony cases.
Cannon also points out that significant
cases could be lost because of the D.A.'s
failure to give a defendant a speedy trial.
The prosecutor has six months to bring a
case to trial under Pennsylvania's Rule
1100 — the 180 day rule. Cannon states that
in 1980, Rendell's office filed a petition to
extend that time period in some 4000 cases,
and that this number is all the more
significant considering that the average
case in Common Pleas Court is listed for
trial within 45 days of arrest, and re-listed
following a continuance in about a month.
Thus, according to Cannon, some 4000
times last year, Rendell's office was unable
to bripg a case to trial despite three or four
listings — each of which involved police
and civilian witnesses coming to court. In
addition, according to Commissioner
Solomon, between March and December of
1980, only 10% of police officers ctdled to
testify in criminal cases did so on the
scheduled day.
Cannon also states that part of the reason
for the excessive backlog is Rendell's
"politically advantageous" opposition to
plea-bargaining in Common Pleas Court.
According to Cannon, and in the opinion of
a number of former prosecutors and law en
forcement commentators, such a blanket
policy in a major metropolitan area is folly.
Pursuant to information provided by the
Cannon Campaign office, sources within the
system indicate that Rendell relies solely
on his unit chiefs to monitor the per
formance of assistant district attorneys in
the courtrooms, yet the chiefs rarely leave
their offices to personally observe the
quality of preparation and presentation by
inexperienced assistants. Thus, Cannon
states,
ill-supervised,
ill-prepared
prosecutors are found frequently in court
losing cases to more seasoned lawyers.
There was a time, according to Cannon,
when half of the city's top tried lawyers
worked for the Philadelphia District At-

Biil Cannon
torney, but imder Ed Rendell only a handful
remain.
Cannon feels that. Rendell's office has
very poor relations with the police depart
ment and judges which could result in un
successful prosecutions. For instance, ac
cording to Cannon's campaign manager,
Bert Creswell, Philadelphia judges are
disgusted with Rendell because his
criticism has been across the board rather
than just citing those judges who have failed
to hand downthe tough sentences requested
by the assistant D.A.s. However, because
Judges are prohibited by the Judicial code
from responding publicly to Rendell's
criticisms, Cerswell says Judges have
become ideal foils for Rendell s continuing
public relations campaign.
Cannon also states that Rendell's
"ongoing i>ersonal publicity campaign has
created an atmosphere in which losing
cases is not unacceptable — even when big
cases are lost such as the Wendell Long
case." Long was charged with raping a
young woman lawyer in a subway concourse
and then beating her until she suffered
brain damage.
Cannon's Campaign Office quoted from
FBI statistics that violent crimes in
Philadelphia were up 21% last year. Can
non believes that under another Rendell ad
ministration, violent crime will continue to
increase because of Rendell's mis
management of the office and his concern
for politics and public relations.
Like Rendell, Cannon is a graduate of
Villanova Law School. Cannon graduatedin
1970 and then entered the Philadelphia
District Attorney's Office. Four years after
joining the Office, he was made Chief of
Major Trials. A year later, he became Chief
of Felony-Waiver prosecution as well as
Deputy
District
Attorney
for
In
vestigations.
In 1976 Cannon left the District At
torney's Office and entered private prac
tice, handling criminal defense cases as
well as civil cases.

Serving the l\/lain Line for over 50 yrs,
for all occasions...

-weddings
-parties
-funerals
-hospitals
-corsages

We have special arrangements
for Thanksgiving.
"Just everything in flowers"

As a reporter, 1 was often sent off on
fishing expeditions concerning various
public officials. Although I was explicitly
told to do just a profile on this one or that
one, the implication was always there: try
to find some dirt, Tony. (I was called Tony
back then when they weren't calling me
"kid" or "cub.") Readers like to read dirt.
One of those expeditions revolved around
District Attorney Ed Rendell, a Villanova
Law grad. While I did find some dirt, I
never printed it. And the story turned out to
be rather tame — much to the chagrin of
my editor — really an analysis of how Ren
dell wooed the media.
But now in the sunset of his re-election
ceonpaign, I am willing to unload some of
that dirt exclusively for the Docket.
First of all, the man is a terrible driver.
He should not be allowed to even possess
the keys to a car. Accompanying him one
night on a campaign trip to the (supposedly
Great) northeast — with my eyes carefully
glued shut —I finally realized the basis for
Rendell's affinity for Ted Kennedy.Ifeared
that I would be the Mary Joe Kopechne of
the Rendell campaign, possibly careening
off of an exit ramp of the Roosevelt
Boulevard. What a fate.
Secondly, he has a terrible temper. Ed
Rendell doesn't just holler when something
goes wrong; he storms, he explodes, he
rants, he raves. There is a hole in a wall of a
City Hall office through which he kicked his
foot after he felt a judge made a bad call.I
assume that's not just some City Hall
folklore.
Now that I am no longer a reporter, now
that I am merely a sometime essayist of
usually useless essays, 1 don't have to
scrounge around frar dirt. After spending a
lot of time with Rendell and after doing
some time on his re-election campaign, I
can also tell the good news.
Living and working with the scoundrels,
the thieves, the sleazes, the plastics and the
do-nothings of Pennsylvania political life
can put a certain cynical taint to one's view
of politics. And so it is incredibly refreshing
when someone like Ed Rendell comes along.
He is honest
and creative and
professional and tenacious and accessible
and aware and I could go on and on. Even
his bad temper impressed me — it shows
that he really cares.
Probably the thing that has consistently
impressed me the most is the impact he has
made through his doggedness, innovations
and creativity on the criminal justice
system. Surely, much more needs to be
done involving a system which sometimes
resembles a dike with millions of leaks. But
Rendell has persevered and has had an ef
fect.
One such example is the rape and
domestic abuse unit which was formed
quickly after Rendell took office, fulfilling a
promise he had made during his first cam
paign. Instead of tossing rape cases into the
grab bag of other major trials, Rendell for
med a specialized team of experienced
prosecutors to try accused rapists. The
assistant D.A.'s in the rtqpe unit were
trained as to the complexities of trying a
rape case and coping with the traumas
faced by the victims. The unit tried to deal
with the assembly line aspect of the system.
The program, initially funded by the federal
government, gave a well-needed sensitivity
to this horrible crime. In the process the
unit has also meant a dramatic increase in
the conviction rate. While the conviction
rate hovers around 51% nationally, the
D.A.'s office prevsdled in 81% of their rape

MU

8-5150

Announcement
The Second Round of the Reimel Com
petition will be held on Monday and
Tuesday, November 23 and 24, from 7:009:00 p.m. The Third Round of the Com
petition has been scheduled for Tuesday,
December 1. All arguments will be held at
VLS.
Bryn Mawr
Flower Shop

(next to the state store)
928 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr
Your Affordable Main Line Florist

Gourmet Junk Food
ONLY AT

Campus Corner
PIZZA, STEAKS,
HOAGIES & DELI
Speedy Take-Out And
Delivery Service

195 E. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne, Pa.

Ed Rendell
cases last year.
That is just cme example. I could cite
numerous others: The unit dealing with socalled
career
criminals,
targetting
prosecutorial efforts at offenders with long
rap sheets. His struggle to improve the
quality of Philadelphia judges. His efforts
to beef up the juvenile crime unit and laws,
a major problem apparent to anyone who
lives in the City. Et cetera. Et cetera.
Probably his most important job upon
assuming office in 1978 was to bring a sense
of integrity back to the D.A.'s Office which
was suffering from a devastating image and
morale problem. It is fair to say that the
D.A.'s Office is no longer a laughing matter.
While some have been laughing at this
Philadelphia election where the two
Democratic incumbents — Rendell and
City Controller Tommy Leonard — are
considered to be shoe-ins, Rendell has
numerous enemies. Some charge that he
makes his moves for political reasons — the
people who say that always say that about
successful politicians especially when they
have nothing more substantial to say. Some
of the people who he has investigated,
prosecuted or intimidated politically would
love to see him lose. But his most potent
enemy is voter apathy. The turnout in the
primary was a dismal 16%. And while all
the polls show him to be the most popular
public official in the city, a low turnout
could spell defeat for Rendell.
I think that would be a shame.
This wasn't meant to be some kind of
stand-offish, objective
essay. 1 am
prejudiced. I think Rendell should win
reelection. Along with his prosecutorial
strengths, he is a bright spot in the Penn
sylvania Democratic party, a body which
has about as many bright spots as a cave at
night. That bright spot should be en
couraged to continue to shine.
Those of you who live in Philadelphia
shouldn't let apathy grab a l^pld of you. Vote
on November 3. And don't let the
revelations about Ed Rendell's driving
abilities color your (pinion.

Phone: 527-3606
Open 'till 1:00 a.m., Sun.-Thurs.,
'till 2:00 a.m., Fri. & Sat.
Located On Edge Of Campus At
Spring Mill & Lancaster

Order Thanksgiving Flowers Now!

We wiii be stocicing a large variety of:
— Sill< Flowers
— Hanging Baskets
— Fresh Fiowers
— Dish Gardens
— Floor Plants
— Fancy Fruit Basicets
(Made to Order)

10% Discount to Students
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
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